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Abstract. With the increasing use of satellite communications, there is
growing concern, regarding security problems. These problems are caused
by characteristics such as providing world wide coverage with distance-
insensitive cost, large transmission bandwidth, and so on. In this paper
we propose four kinds of key distribution models to achieve information
security between satellite terminals. Also, through performance analysis
of proposed models, we verify their suitability to satellite environments.
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1 Introduction

With the development of communication technology, users want excellent infor-
mation communication services provided at high speed, wide bandwidth, multi-
media capability and mobility. Satellite communication can be used to fulfill such
requirements. Thus, it is important to establish a secure communication channel
among satellite terminals according to the rising demand of satellite communica-
tion. In this paper, we propose four kinds of key distribution models, and verify
them. The paper is composed as follows: Section 1 introduces the overview of
satellite security. Section 2 studies the considerations of key distribution models
with push/pull scheme. Section 3 proposes four kinds of key distribution models
in satellite environments. Section 4 verifies performance in these environment.
Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Previous Work

Key distribution procedure can be classified into the Push and Pull models in
accordance with how to get a secret key. In the Push-typed model(as illustrated
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in Figure 1), user A generates the secret key for secure channel establishment
between users, and then transfers the generated secret key to a corresponding B
after the authentication process of the security server. Such a Push model needs
three times message exchanges for the secret key distribution as follows: User
A requests authentication to the security server (i), the security server sends
user A a encrypted message used between server and user B as a session key(ii),
and finally A distributes the message to B. In the Pull typed key distribution
model, User A requests authentication and key distribution to the security server,
and then the security server distributes the secret key to each user. In such a
Pull model, twice message exchanges are enough for the secret key distribution
because this scheme transfers the secret key to each user from security server at
the same time [1–4].

Fig. 1. Push and Pull-typed Key Distribution Models

3 Four Types of Key Distribution Models

Because satellite networks is affected by propagation delay caused by environ-
mental characteristic, key distribution models must consider round trip delay
(max:278msec, min:238msec). Thus, we must satisfy the requirement that sim-
plifies key distribution procedure among terminals. Also, we must consider the
processing speed of algorithm used to accomplish authentication, encryption and
minimization of message sizes which is transmitted to other terminals.

Table 1. Combining between key distributions models and Encryption algorithms
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3.1 Push Typed Key Distribution Models (Case 1, Case2)

Push Typed Model with Symmetric Key Encryption (Case 1):

1. TA sends own IDA and encrypted message including IDB , Timestamp
and the secret key between A and B to SS

2. If TA is authenticated, SS sends encrypted message including IDA,
Timestamp and the secret key to TA.

3. TA sends encrypted message including IDA and the secret key to B.
1. TA → SS : IDA||EAS [IDB ||KAB ||T ]
2. SS → TA : EBS [IDA||KAB ||T ]
3. TA → TB : EBS [IDA||KAB ]

Table 2. Notations of Symmetric key algorithm

Notations Description
SS Satellite Security Server

TA, TB Terminal A, Terminal B
KAB Secret key between A and B
EAB Encryption using secret key between A and B

EKUx/EKRx Public key and Private key of X
SignKRx() Sign value with private key of x

T Timestamp
IDX Identification of Terminal X

Push Typed Model with Public Key Encryption algorithm (Case 2):

1. TA requests communication to SS through satellite. And, TA sends
encrypted message with ID of Terminal A, B and the secret key to SS.
In this time, the secret key is generated by TA.

2. SS sends encrypted message to TA. This message comprised as follows:
Encrypted with public key of TB together with signature to message
(m2) which is comprised with identity of TA, secret key between TA
and TB, and timestamp.

3. TA sends this encrypted message to TB.
1. TA → SS : EKUss[m1||SignKUa(m1)]
2. SS → TA : EKUb[m2||SignKRss(m2)]
3. TA → TB : EKUb[m2||SignKRss(m2)]

∗m1 = (IDA||IDB ||KAB), m2 = (IDB ||KAB ||T )

3.2 Pull Typed Key Distribution Models (Case 3, Case4)

Pull Typed Model Using Symmetric Key Encryption Algorithm (Case 3):

1. TA sends own IDA and encrypted message including IDB and times-
tamp to SS.
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2. If TA is authenticated, SS sends encrypted message including IDB

and the secret key to TA. Also, SS sends encrypted message including
IDA, timestamp and the secret key to TB. In this procedure, the secret
key for secure channel is generated by SS.
1. TA → SS : EAS [IDA||IDB ||T ]
2. SS → TA : EAS [IDB ||KAB ||T ]

SS → TB : EBS [IDA||KAB ||T ]

Pull Typed Model Using Public Key Encryption Algorithm (Case 4):
1. TA requests communication to SS through satellite. At this time, TA

sends encrypted message with ID of Terminal A, B to SS.
2. SS sends encrypted message to TA. This message comprised as follows:

Encrypted with public key of A together with signature to message
(m2) which is comprised with identity of A, secret key between TA
and TB, and timestamp. Also SS sends encrypted message(m3) to TB.
In this procedure, the secret key for secure channel is generated by SS.
1. TA → SS : EKUa[m1||SignKUa(m1)]
2. SS → TA : EKUa[m2||SignKRss(m2)]

SS → TB : EKUb[m3||SignKRss(m3)]
∗m1 = (IDA||IDB), m2 = (IDA||KAB ||T ), m3 = (IDB ||KAB ||T )

4 Performance Analysis

4.1 Experimental Methods

This section analyzes suitability of the proposed four kinds of key distribution
models for satellite networks. To analyze suitability of proposed models, we cal-
culate the sum of delay time related to some parameters such as encryption
algorithm, distributed key length. We make model of satellite communication
systems, as illustrated in Figure 2. It consists of satellite(SAT), satellite mobile
terminals(MT) and satellite security server(SS). Our model of satellite systems
referred to the security service modeling of normal data communication and
included the characteristic of satellite networks[5, 6, 7, 8]. Table 3 indicates each
parameters of model for satellite systems. We assume that packets arrive accord-
ing to poisson distribution with arrival rate λ and service times have constant
values such as µ1, µ2 and µ3. Even if we consider additional information secu-
rityservices to each system such as encryption, decryption, signature and verifica-

Fig. 2. Modeling of satellite communication systems
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Table 3. Notations of Modeling of Satellite Communication Systems

Notations Description
ρi Efficiency of normal systems
ρ′

i Efficiency of information security systems
µi Service rate of normal systems
µ′

i Service rate of Information security systems
λ Arrival rate
di Differentiation between service rate of

normal systems and service rate of information security systems
T Total Delay
Ld Delay time of satellite link

tion, arrival rate is maintained equally, but service rate is added by µ′
1, µ

′
2 and

µ′
3 respectively. The best efficiency of this systems is µ′

b = max(1/µ′
i),i=1,2,3,

that is, it is determined by system which has the longest service time. The
average delay time of system is same as the sum of the spent time in each
system queue. In modeling satellite systems, because we assume additionally
the information security service to normal satellite systems, the service time
of each system has additional deterministic service time (information security
service). As according to the addition of information security service, the service
time of each system also increases deterministically. Thus, among the queuing
models, we made modeled satellite systems which provide information security
service with an M/D/1 queuing model and derived an equation to calculate the
delay time of total systems as follows.

ρi = λ/µi, di = µi/µ′
i(µ

′
i = µi/di) (1)

ρ′
i = λ/µ′

i = λ ∗ di/µi = di ∗ λ/µi = di ∗ ρi (2)

In equation (3), T is total delay and we can find it from w(M/D/1 queue’s
average delay time µ−1 + ρµ−1/2(1−ρ)) plus all systems delay time(

∑3
i=1,i �=b

1
µ′

i
)

plus satellite propagation delay(ld*2).

T = w +
3∑

i=1,i �=b

1
µ′

i

+ (ld ∗ 2), (µ′
b = max[1/µ′

i],i=1,2,3 ) (3)

= (1/µ′
b + ρ′

bµ
−1
b /2(1 − ρ′

b)) +
3∑

i=1,i �=b

1
µ′

i

+ (ld ∗ 2) (4)

= ρ′
bµ

−1
b /2(1 − ρ′

b) +
3∑

i=1

1
µ′

i

+ (ld ∗ 2) (5)

= λ/2µ′
b(µ

′
b − λ) +

3∑

i=1

1
µ′

i

+ (ld ∗ 2) (6)

In equation (6), we derived the total delay time of satellite systems.
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All encryption algorithms were coded in C++ or ported to C++ from C im-
plementations, compiled with Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 SP4 (optimize for speed,
blend code generation), and ran on a Celeron 850MHz processor under Windows
2000 SP 1(As illustrated Table 4, Table 5)[9]. Also we assumed that basic delay
time of satellite communication systems and other systems is 0.01msec, round
trip delay time between satellite and terminals is 250msec(that is, ld=125msec)
and arrival rate is 10 packets/slot.

4.2 Experiment Results

In figure 3, we analyzed delay time considering basic round trip time of proposed
Push and Pull-typed model with symmetric key encryption algorithms and its
distributed key length. In this performance simulation, we used DES-EDE and
DES as a symmetric key algorithm. We can see that proposed push typed model
has about 750msec of delay time and pull typed model has about 500msec of
delay time(As illustrated Fig. 3.) In the figure 4, we analyzed the delay time
considering the basic round trip time of proposed Push and Pull-typed model
with the public key algorithms and its distributed key length. In this perfor-
mance simulation, we used RSA and ElGamal as a public key algorithm. If the
proposed models distribute the secret key more than 2048bits of key length, we
see that, on average, the delay between ElGamal and RSA, is about 914msec for
the push model and about 664msec pull model(As illustrated Fig. 4.).

In the result of performance analysis, we can know that Pull typed model us-
ing symmetric algorithm (Case 3) has the shortest delay among the proposed four
cases. Also, though there was basically 250msec of delay time difference between
proposed Push and Pull models, if key distribution method with Pull scheme
employs public key algorithm which has more than the key size of 2048bits(Case
4) and if key distribution method with Push scheme employs symmetric en-
cryption algorithm (Case 1), the difference of entire delay time between the
models decreases to 87msec. Thus, the propagation delay of satellite networks
is the biggest factor to affect communication delay between the terminals. In
other words, when we consider the propagation delay of satellite environments,
the encryption algorithm processing speed of various key distribution models

Fig. 3. Delay Comparison using Symmetric key encryption algorithms (Case1, Case3)
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Fig. 4. Delay Comparison using Public key encryption algorithms (Case2, Case4)

doesn’t influence the total delay of satellite communication much, so we need
appropriate choice according to its application purposes.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied the security threats in satellite communication
environments, their considerations and various key distribution models. After
that, we proposed four kinds of key distribution models such as Push typed
key distribution model using symmetric key encryption algorithm and
public key encryption algorithm, Pull typed key distribution model using
symmetric key algorithm and public key encryption algorithm as a method of
information security in satellite networks, and made modeled of satellite com-
munication system in accordance with its characteristic.

Through the performance analysis of proposed key distribution models using
our simulation equations, we can see that, if the Pull typed key distribution
model using public key algorithm distributes more than the key size of 2048bits,
the difference of delay time between the four models is decreased below 87msec.
Thus, through the performance analysis of the proposed four key distribution
model, we can see the possibility of application of them to satellite networks,
though they use different encryption algorithm and key distribution schemes.

Potential future work will include additional effectiveness testing with various
key distribution models and encryption algorithms.
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Appendix

Table 4. Symmetric Encryption Algorithm Processing Time

Algorithm Bytes Processed Time Taken Mbps
DES 134217728 9.945 102.968

DES-EDE 33554432 6.740 37.984
RC5 536870912 12.988 315.368

Blowfish 134217728 7.091 144.408
MD5-MAC 1073741824 12.078 678.256

Table 5. Public key Encryption Algorithm Processing Time(msec/operation)

Algorithm Encryption Decryption Signature Verification
RSA 512 0.14 1.93 1.92 0.13
RSA 1024 0.32 10.23 10.29 0.30
RSA 2048 0.89 64.13 64.13 0.85

ElGamal 512 2.62 1.37 - -
ElGamal 1024 11.03 5.77 - -
ElGamal 2048 49.19 25.35 - -
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